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From the Level 10 series, this book is a
compilation of provocative insights from
esteemed medical experts across the globe.  
Gain deep insights on the e�ects of shock wave
for patients with enthesiopathic conditions.

 

 

Ever wonder what your patients love about your practice? Or where there’s
room for improvement? We’ve gathered some compelling statistics on
patient satisfaction -- and how surveys play a key role in achieving higher
satisfaction rates. (To help you along, we even created a free downloadable
survey template that you can start using right away!)

Also, from our popular EPAT Myth series, we asked your medical peers to
address head-on a common misconception about the e�ectiveness of EPAT
-- and you de�nitely don’t want to miss what they have to say.

Finally, for those interested in a deeper dive, this issue of CuraMedix
Connect o�ers in-depth research on the science behind shock wave
technology, third-party perspectives evidence-based medicine, and much
more. Just read on!

Questions or want to connect? Reach out to me at any time.

All the best,

Elise B. Hamann 
Director of Sales and Marketing 
Phone: 401-333-6500 
Email: elise.hamann@curamedix.com 
http://www.curamedix.com

"EPAT is Voodoo!" Here’s What"EPAT is Voodoo!" Here’s What
Physicians Have to Say About ThisPhysicians Have to Say About This
MythMyth

If you haven’t reviewed the clinical
evidence on EPAT—or seen its
success for your patients �rst-hand
—it’s easy to chalk it up to voodoo
medicine. Hear from several
physicians on why this sentiment
could not be more wrong.

Your Secret Weapon to BetterYour Secret Weapon to Better
Outcomes for Patients? SurveyOutcomes for Patients? Survey
Them!Them!

What do patients think of your
practice? What are they happy (and
unhappy) about? If you’re not
thinking about these questions, you
should be—and we’ve got a
customizable survey template to
help you get started.

The Art of Evidence-Based MedicineThe Art of Evidence-Based Medicine

Most would agree that evidence-
based medicine de�nes the
standard of care—but insights from
Harvard Business Review o�er a
deeper dive on how data from
clinical trials should be interpreted.

Did You Know...Did You Know...

When you invest in EPAT,
CuraMedix provides you with the
marketing tools you need to
educate your existing patients and
attract new ones. Here’s just one
example using social media.
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